
IMS Summer Fun Programme 2022
Activity Overview 6-11 years

Please see below the full details for each programme offered at IMS this summer. Should you have any
questions regarding an activity, please contact the vendor directly using the contact details outlined below.

*All prices are based on 1 student per week*

CreativeKids Art "Design in Nature" is our curriculum theme this Summer that sharpens
children's observation of our natural world, while exploring its beauty, form,
function and ecology. It highlights how creative solutions can be inspired by
Nature.

Core Learning Outcomes
● Sharpened observation of our natural world
● A sense of empathy and heightened creative problem-solving skills
● Exposure to mixed media exploration
● Refined art techniques

Week/time offered -
Weeks 4 & 6 AM

Cost -
$3750 per week

Contact - Gina
ginawong@creativekids.com.hk

Dance and Musical
Theatre - Glenda
Dance Academy

Calling all young aspiring ELEMENTARY Dancers, Singers and Actors!!  Come
and join us on a Fantastical Dance and Musical Theatre Adventure! Our
exciting, fun and very popular courses are taught by Professional Musical
Theatre and Dance Teachers from one of the leading Performing Arts Schools in
Australia! Students will have a wonderful time learning different songs and
dances from their favourite films and musicals!They will also learn how to act out
a character role, with fun Acting games being taught.  They will also make their
own props to use in their little show and the show will be filmed for parents to
watch at the end of the course! If your child loves to sing, dance and act - we
have some fantastic courses for them to join!! The weekly themes are as follows;

Week 1: ‘Mamma Mia!’
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Week 2: ‘Alice in Wonderland’
Week 3: ‘Aladdin’
Week 4: ‘Pirates of the Caribbean!’
Week 5: ‘Hairspray!’
Week 6: ‘Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory’
Week 7: ‘High School Musical 1’

Week/time offered -
Weeks 1-7 AM

Cost -
$3050 per week

Contact - Glenda
glendadance@gmail.com

Gymnastics -
ProActiv Sports

In the Multi gymnastics camps children will have the chance to try 2 types of
gymnastics: Artistic where they will be challenged on vault, bars, beam, floor,
trampoline, and Rhythmic where they will try ribbon, hoop, rope, and ball.

Week/time offered -
Weeks 1-8 AM

Cost -
$2800 per week

Contact - Monica
gymnastics@proactivsports.com
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Multi-Sports -
ProActiv Sports

By taking part in the multi-sports camp children will have the chance to develop
their fundamental movement skills, including Running, Jumping, Throwing,
Catching, Striking, Bouncing, Hopping, Balance, Dribbling, & Rolling. They will
explore and develop these skills through activities such as Soccer, Basketball,
Athletics, Tennis, Rugby, Netball, Badminton, Baseball, and The Water Game.

Week/time offered -
Weeks 1,3,5,7 AM

Cost -
$2800 per week

Contact - Monica
gymnastics@proactivsports.com

Football -
ProActiv Sports

By taking part in the Soccer camp children will have the chance to develop and
improve their fundamental soccer skills, including Running, Kicking, Dribbling, &
Shooting, as well as participate in Soccer's specific skills and games.

Week/time offered -
Weeks 2,4,6,8 AM

Cost -
$2800 per week

Contact - Monica
gymnastics@proactivsports.com
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Coding Kids -
Active Kids

RoboCode offers dynamic programs using cutting edge technology for
children. Originated from Japan (Artec Edison Academy) incorporating
the S.T.E.A.M. approach, our courses will help children understand,
design, build and program robots, as well as animation. The student will
learn about engineering, coding and creative thinking. All our programs
are based upon the innate passion and curiosity of children to help them
become future engineers and designers.

Our Mission is to:
● Nurture creativity and logical thinking in children
● Encourage children to apply their knowledge using technology
● Develop the innovators of tomorrow

**Remarks: Students are required to have a laptop computer with them to
attend Coding class.

Week/time offered -
Weeks 2,4,6 AM

Cost -
$3950 per week

Contact - Elaine
elaine@activekidshk.com

Mission Runway -
Active Kids

Mission Runway is a dynamic program that combines textiles, design and
presentation all in one. Not only will students gain knowledge of how to
conceptualize their creativity, but they will also learn textile basics in order to
construct a collection of outfits and accessories to be presented in the final
fashion show - at the end of each camp, students will showcase their
masterpieces in a runway show!

Our mission is to:
● Develop students' sense of fashion and design
● Help children formulate their creativity into reality
● Encourage children to perform, organize and sharpen their

presentation skills

Week/time offered -
Weeks 1 & 5 AM

Cost -
$3950 per week

Contact - Elaine
elaine@activekidshk.com
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Chess -
Active Kids

Great Brain Workout in this Summer! The Chess Academy (TCA) is the #1
Chess Program in Hong Kong with the best coaches and curriculum. We are
also specialists in conducting major tournaments. TCA was founded with the
dual objectives of teaching world-class, international chess strategies and skills
to children and, even more importantly, building a child's character through
chess. Chess requires a thorough understanding of rules, a belief in fair
competition, learning from mistakes and the desire to challenge oneself.
Through this process, children will develop stronger spatial reasoning, improved
attention span, better sportsmanship and higher levels of confidence.

Our Mission is to:
● Nurture confidence and sportsmanship
● Develop planning, patience and logical decision-making
● Guide students in a positive manner
● Encourage students to learn from mistakes

MEET OUR HIGH CALIBER TCA TEAM!
Led by our TWO Grand Masters
(only ~ 1500 in the world)
and experienced Top-ranked FIDE Chess Coaches

Coach Andres (Grand Master)
Coach Manuel (Grand Master)
Coach Carlo (International Master)
Coach Sigappi (Women FIDE Master)
Coach Christopher (National Instructor)
Coach Edgar (USCF Expert)
Coach Diego (Experienced Chess Trainer; Chessbase Journalist)

Week/time offered -
Weeks 2,4,6 AM

Cost -
$3950 per week

Contact - Elaine
elaine@activekidshk.com
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Science Adventure -
Active Kids

We are pleased to offer 5 different Science camps  this summer at IMS.

Week 1: Gizmo's Robot Factory
Today, Robots are not simply confined to the pages of science fiction... In
Gizmo's Robot Factory, we take a look at the exciting world of technology as we
build Buggy-Bot, a unique walking robot made from K'nex. Join us as future
robot engineers and get hands-on with many exciting aspects of science - from
mechanics and hydraulics to magnetism and chemistry!

Week 3: Powerful Planet
Are you ready for an electrifying journey through the Earth and back? Welcome
to Powerful Planet where children investigate alternative power while they
construct an Energy Racer.  These lessons not only teach the science behind an
electric car in motion, but the importance of choosing clean, renewable,
alternative energy sources. In the camp, the children experiment with different
kinds of energy and attempt to extract forces to get their projects in motion.
Children discover a world full of clean, renewable energy and learn how to use
these types of energy in their lives. Throughout the design and construction of
different inventions, children learn simple ways to conserve resources around
the house.
 
Week 5: Extreme Sports Science
Are you ready to grapple physics style?  It’s a science showdown when campers
build dragsters, throw magnetic darts, hurtle parachutes through the air and
learn about gravity.  These budding physicists will build different kinds of simple
machines and learn how they work.
 
Week 7: The Great Dino Mystery
Travel back with Science Adventures to the time of the dinosaurs. Learn about
these magnificent creatures as we build a stomping, motorized model of a
Gizmosaurus – a four-legged omnivorous dino. Using the sciences of
archaeology, chemistry and biology we will get hands-on with fossils and amber
and mighty meteors. Discover the mystery behind the sudden disappearance of
the dinosaurs and the survival of other creatures on our ancient Earth.
Join us as junior paleontologists and crack the Great Dino Mystery!
 
Week 8: Gizmos Gadgets and Goops
Every invention starts with a single idea that grows into a new creation. The best
inventions start with a solid understanding of the science behind the problem
you are working on. Over the course of Gizmos, Gadgets and Goops, the
children will dive into the world of physics and discover that when energy
changes from one form to another it makes things happen; it creates forces.
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From heat to electricity to motion, the children will look at energy changes and
how various inventors started with simple science to create some amazing
products.

Week/time offered -
Weeks 1,3,5,7,8 AM

Cost -
$3950 per week

Contact - Elaine
elaine@activekidshk.com
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